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Thinking mode is the internal program of people’s brain activity, it is closely 
related to human life. Culture is the basis of create and develop of language, the 
language is the carrier of culture. The nation thinking mode as a kind of covert gender 
culture had deeply through the language.《The Book of Changes》is one of the oldest 
and profound boos, be known as “the top of the classic, the source of the Boulevard” 
The spiral thinking mode which come from the eight diagrams can be viewed as the 
source of the Han national thinking mode. 
The spiral thinking mode emphasize anything in the world always follow a 
cycle to change and develop to be continuing. In Chinese, the words, chapters and the 
way to cross-culture communication are all influenced by the spiral thinking mode. 
This is one of the differences between Chinese and the language of Indo-Europeans. 
This thesis through analyze of the special words in the Chinese words; the comparison 
between Chinese and English writings and analyze of the real case during the 
cross-culture communication show the spiral thinking mode in the Chinese words, 
writings and pragmatics. This thesis will discuss the guiding function of the spiral 
thinking mode to the teaching of words, writings and the pragmatics in TCSL. This 
thesis will use five parts to expound this question. 
The first part, introduce the basis and significance of the study. Show the 
oversea and domestic research status of this topic and the theoretical methods and 
data sources. 
The second part, define the thinking mode and the spiral thinking mode in 
macroscopic. Show the similarities and differences between the spiral thinking mode 
and the comprehensive thinking mode, the poles of thinking, designed to show the 
characteristic of the spiral thinking mode. 
The third part, define the special Chinese words include the loop semantic 
relation of the polywords; the example of noun of locality is “front” and “rear”, and 
some special vocabulary already include the spiral thinking mode in its semantics. To 














spiral thinking mode to TCSL. 
The forth parts, by compare and analyze the planning the structure, the way to 
show the topic and how to connect two subject in both Chinese article and English 
article, to show the different characteristic between Chinese article and English article 
in different thinking mode. Using analyze, research and discus how to apply the spiral 
thinking mode to TCSL. 
The fifth parts, discuss the effect of the spiral thinking mode to the 
cross-cultural communication. Use comparative study and instance analysis to the 
difference of politeness principle and polite words between Chinese and English, and 
talk about the spiral thinking mode how to effect the communication of Han Chinese. 
This article is aimed at the effect of the spiral thinking mode to TCSL and 
cross-cultural communication. 
The innovation point of this article is banding the spiral thinking mode and 
modem linguistic theories together. Avoid using vocabulary and language situation to 
teach such as Indo-European languages teaching mode, to research a new way to 
TCSL vocabulary, discourse, cross-cultural communication teaching and compile 
related text book. 
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